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Fill in the gaps in the text with one word. More than one answer              

may be possible. 

 
World War 2 
 
World War 2 was a global conflict that initiated in the later part of              
1939. It was the second conflict _____(1) its kind in the 20th            
century and for this reason, it is known _____(2) World War 2.            
The First World War being also, more commonly known as The           
Great War. More _____(3) 60 million people are said to have met            
their end during this terrible and infamous conflict, with the Soviet           
Union recording the _____(4) casualties with over 27 million.         
Basically, the war began as a direct result of Nazi Germany’s           
aggressive yearning _____(5) land expansion and it was clear         
from 1938 onwards that war was inevitable. The final trigger that           
set _____(6) wheels in motion for a global conflict was Nazi           
Germany’s entry into Poland, resulting _____(7) France and the         
UK declaring war on Nazi Germany. Though the war did begin in            
September 1939, there are historians that argue the actual         
beginning was during the Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939 when          
Franco’s fascist coup assumed control of the Iberic Peninsula         
_____(8) the back of Nazi funding and weaponary. Truth be told,           
it seems that the Nazis simply used the Spanish conflict as a way             
of testing out their bombs and blitzkrieg tactics, especially on the           
civilian population of Albacete and Basque Country. 
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Answers: 
 
World War 2 
 
World War 2 was a global conflict that initiated in the later part of              
1939. It was the second conflict of its kind in the 20th century and              
for this reason, it is known as World War 2. The First World War              
being also, more commonly known as The Great War. More than           
60 million people are said to have met their end during this terrible             
and infamous conflict, with the Soviet Union recording the most          
casualties with over 27 million. Basically, the war began as a           
direct result of Nazi Germany’s aggressive yearning for land         
expansion and it was clear from 1938 onwards that war was           
inevitable. The final trigger that set the wheels in motion for a            
global conflict was Nazi Germany’s entry into Poland, resulting in          
France and the UK declaring war on Nazi Germany. Though the           
war did begin in September 1939, there are historians that argue           
the actual beginning was during the Spanish Civil War of          
1936-1939 when Franco’s fascist coup assumed control of the         
Iberic Peninsula on the back of Nazi funding and weaponary.          
Truth be told, it seems that the Nazis simply used the Spanish            
conflict as a way of testing out their bombs and blitzkrieg tactics,            
especially on the civilian population of Albacete and Basque         
Country. 
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